Managed Services for
Azure Virtual Desktop
Optimize costs and improve productivity with
the best desktop and application virtualization
experience for your team, delivered in the cloud.

Managed Services for Azure Virtual Desktop
Remote work has introduced additional IT complexities for
application and data access.

The workforce is becoming increasingly hybrid and remote work enablement is no longer optional.
Your employees want to be productive regardless of their physical location – but offering this flexibility comes
with new security and control requirements.
With WatServ’s Managed Services for Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD), you can provide a consistent and native
user experience without jeopardizing security. Our managed services are designed to give you a practical and
worry-free experience for your ongoing and growing Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) environment, ensuring that
your workforce can be productive and secure, wherever they are.

WatServ is a
Microsoft Advanced Specialization
partner for implementing
Azure Virtual Desktop.

BENEFITS OF AZURE VIRTUAL DESKTOP
Deliver Windows 11 Desktops & Apps Virtually Anywhere
Provide employees with the best experience optimized for Windows 11 & Microsoft 365.

Built-in intelligent security

Deploy & scale in minutes

Help keep your application
and data secure and
compliant by proactively
detecting threats and taking
remedial action.

Simplify the deployment
and management of your
infrastructure and scale
quickly based on your needs.
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Reduce costs using
existing licenses
Use existing eligible licenses
to reduce costs with a
modern, cloud-based virtual
desktop infrastructure (VDI)
and only pay for what you use.

Secure Workspace Essentials
Empower your workforce to be productive and secure,
wherever they are.
WHAT’S INCLUDED
Managed Services for Azure Virtual Desktop
1. Ongoing, day-to-day
management of the AVD
environment
•
•
•

Incident and problem
management
Service request and change
management
Configuration management

2. Related Azure resource
management

3. AVD maintenance and
administration

•
•

•
•
•
•

AVD Tenant administration
Azure Resource Groups,
Storage Account, Active
Directory and Policy
management

User profile management
App group management
User and policy assignments
OS patch management

WHY CHOOSE WATSERV

Azure Virtual Desktop experts
WatServ has deep knowledge
and extensive experience in
deploying, scaling and securing AVD
implementations.

WHY
CHOOSE
WATSERV?

Proven cloud technologists
As a Microsoft Gold Partner for Cloud
Platforms and Productivity, trust
WatServ with all of your cloud needs.

Resilient managed service solutions
1000's of users across the globe rely
on our specialized team to manage
their Azure solutions, worry free.
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Managed Services for Azure Virtual Desktop

GET STARTED TODAY

WatServ is a Microsoft Advanced Specialization partner for Azure Virtual Desktop.
That means we are recognized by Microsoft as a partner with superior AVD technical and
implementation capabilities.

To learn more, please contact us today.
Website: watserv.com
Email: info@watserv.com
Phone: 1-866-531-2598

WatServ is SOC 2 certified for its CloudOps Managed Services, based on an audit of its Type II report.
Developed by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), SOC 2 is an auditing procedure that ensures
service organizations manage customer data using controls for security, availability, processing integrity, confidentiality and
privacy. At WatServ, we are committed to achieving operational effectiveness and providing assurance to our customers.

WatServ is an IT solutions provider helping clients digitally transform their businesses through
cloud technologies and services. For more information, visit www.watserv.com

